Chapter 5
FROM THIS DAY ON, I WILL BLESS YOU
Paul's and my life so far had already seemed to us to be a chain of blessings,
handed down to us through our God-fearing parents and grandparents. But that
meditation time on the 'government hill' in Abakaliki marked a special new
beginning. We were turning a new page. We were on tiptoe.
The first evident blessing was the health and strength that returned to me. We had
obeyed the doctors who had ordered more rest and had come on a 26-hour train
journey to Miango, a lovely S.I.M. holiday center in the rocky hills of the Jos Plateau
where the climate was so much cooler. Our little boy, Bernhard, had joined us
again and our friends at Itigidi hospital had even offered their children's nurse,
Nancy, to us so that I could really rest. My appetite increased. By the end of those
four weeks were was no need to observe a special diet any more.
Of the second event in our blessings we heard in a letter: the elders of Izi-Ebya had
elected their new chief: it was Echiegu, our landlord! We had been praying for
that, yes, but we could hardly believe it. It just seemed too good to be true. Now
we would again live in a chief's compound, with all the prestige this brought, we
would have a chief as our friend and all his friends would become ours too.
Indeed, we could not have thought of a more ideal place to live! Coincidence?
Impossible. God had a plan which He was going to unfold. However, the election
had yet to be confirmed by the government in Enugu but we continued to pray
with strengthened faith.
We received a great welcome
from Echiegu and his family as
we returned from those four
weeks of holidays. We could
hardly unpack, so many people
crowded around us. How good
that
Nancy,
looking
after
Bernhard, would still be with us
for a month. Our other friends
from Abakaliki had even loaned
us one of their experienced
stewards so that I could really
take it easy for the first weeks. He
was racing through the house
Echiegu cutting yam
like a ball of fire, teaching
whatever he knew to Nkwegu, a
little 9-year old girl, Echiegu's niece, my future household help! And all, of course,
without words, as he was not Izi.
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After about a week we were ready to
tackle the language work again. We had
whitewashed all the rooms, installed the
kitchen and shower, neatly stacked our six
months' supplies, even got the toilet
finished - a little latrine outhouse,
surrounded by mats, about 20 m away
from the house!

View of our house in Echiegu’s compound from
the side with newly installed watertank

"I should really start seriously on the tone
analysis," Paul said that morning while
getting up. "I just don't know with whom,
though. None of those whom we have
met have a clear pronunciation, or could
whistle the tone accurately. Not even
Echiegu's two sons who are here on
holiday from secondary school."

Together we prayed that the
Lord would show us clearly
which one of the young men
we should choose. We talked
again about that choice at
the
breakfast
table
not
knowing that the Lord Himself
had already chosen and
prepared 'His' man - another
evidence of His blessing!
We were still on our last bite of
breakfast when we saw two
young boys - about 16 years
old - enter the compound.
They introduced themselves to
us as Samuel and Paul.

Our house from the back, again we have a cowpen next to us !

"Where do you come from?" was our first question.
"We have attended a Bible School for the last three months, but far away in
Ogoja. We heard from somebody that there are two white people living in our
home country so we have come to see if it is true."
"So you are Izi boys? And you said you go to Bible School? So you are Christians?"
Our questions tumbled out and our surprise and excitement grew with each
answer. "How did you become Christians? Do you know other Izi Christians? How
come you go to Bible School? Can you stay with us and help us?"
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They had spent six years at primary school in another Izi district. One day, four
years ago, they had seen a film of the life of Jesus which a travelling missionary
showed in their school. They had been touched and had decided to follow Jesus.
They joined a little gathering of Ibo believers who met every Sunday near their
school. But they had remained the only Izi believers. The others did not understand
the Ibo church language. Later they went away from home and earned some
money by clearing forest areas so that they could attend Bible School. Their first
semester lay behind them and they had three months of vacation.
Their own amazement and joy was
probably just as great when they
found out that we were also
Christians
and
learning
their
language in order to translate the
New
Testament.
They
hadn't
expected this!
"But how can you write our
language?" asked Samuel full of
curiosity. "I have tried to write Izi, but
there are some sounds that I just
don't know how to write. These
sounds are not in Ibo nor in English."
Paul brought out his language sheets
and showed them how we had
Samuel Iyoku writing his own language for the first
been writing the difficult sounds in
time
their language. They marvelled and
quickly caught on. We also had them whistle some words and sentences. Samuel's
whistling came as clear as a bell, as if someone had played the tones on a flute!
Paul and I looked at each other - we were just thrilled! This was the Lord's doing
and it was marvellous.
While Paul was working with Samuel on the tone analysis, I sat with the other, the Izi
Paul, at another table, teaching him how to transcribe text from the tape
recorder.
"We want to stay with you all through our holidays," Samuel said that evening, "and
in our next vacation we will come again!"
Room was found for them in the one half of Echiegu's own hut which was empty
and one of his wives also cooked for them.
With Nancy and Simon (our helpers who did not know any Izi), we had already
started a morning Bible Study in English. Now, with Samuel and Paul, who were
able to translate into Izi, we felt we could invite anybody to join us.
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"Samuel, in which language do you usually pray?" asked Paul.
"Oh, in Ibo mostly, and sometimes in English," he replied, astonished at such a
question.
"Why not in Izi?" Paul probed further, "Do you not think that God understands Izi?"
"Yes, I guess He does," Samuel said slowly, "but how can we pray in Izi if we have
been allowed to speak only Ibo and English in school? I have never heard
anybody pray in Izi!"
"Well, you don't need to say special phrases, just talk to God as you would to your
father!"
To talk to God as to one's earthly father proved to be a thrilling experience for
them! The morning devotional times were appreciated by all as they could bring
out all the questions they had. The chief himself would also sit in from time to time
and anybody else who came to see us. Anyway, our living room was always wide
open to all, front door as well as back, and people would walk in and out as if it
was a market-place, sit down for a while and watch us - just doing whatever they
liked.
More and more people would come
requesting medicine and treatment for all
kinds of ailments: stomach ache, fever,
headache, machete cuts etc. I tried to help
with our own medicine supply as much as I
could. Not being a nurse, I just applied basic
first aid rules and although many were
helped, the frustrations and emotional strain
were getting too much for me. How often I
Bones as jujus …
would bathe a wound and clean and
band
age it one day, only to find that the next
day the bandage had been taken off and
the wound was as dirty as before.
"Tell me, Samuel, do your people never
ever doubt that their jujus help? After all, so
many children die in spite of the juju
sacrifices."
… hanging next to the door for protection.
Notice the chick feathers below stuck to the
wall with blood
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"No, they never doubt," he said earnestly.
"You know, sometimes the person does
indeed get better and then the power of
the juju is proved. And if the child dies, they

say that the child did not want to live. Sometimes they curse the child for not
wanting to live, or they hope that the child will come back again when their next
one is born."
Indeed, I realized afresh: no medical program could help these people, no
reading campaign would teach them
to leave their old ways, no government
help could force a new way of life on
them. Some people change outwardly
when civilization comes to them. But
civilization had come within easy
reach of the Izi already 20 years before
and they were still unchanged. Jesus is
our only hope. He has to change
hearts first, to break the power that has
gripped them for many generations.
In the middle of the rainy season, the
great day arrived: Echiegu returned
from a meeting clutching the coveted
document that officially made him
chief over the two mother clans of Izi, Anmegu and Ebya. The whole compound
leaped and shouted with joy. Grinning broadly, he showed us the letter. One of his
wives threw her arms around his neck - an expression of happiness we had never
seen here before. We were thrilled too and now excitedly looking ahead to what
the Lord had planned for the future. That we at the same time had to pray for
protection became clear to us when Echiegu said:
Two of the chief’s wives’ huts, his children love to
play with Bernhard

"Others said to me, 'The white man lived with chief Mbamu, and Mbamu died.
And now he lives with you and you will die too!"
We asked God to destroy the
power that dwelt in such
superstitious remarks, even where
they were meant to be jokes, and
that on the contrary He would
indeed bless the chief because of
our presence there.
Chiefs are in the hub of things for
a lifetime. The weekly assembly of
elders was held in our compound
and Echiegu attended more and
more meetings and palavers,
settling court cases, land cases
and
private
quarrels.
Paul
accompanied him often, making

meetings and landcases are held out in the open
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numerous tape recordings quite unhindered.
***
We were so grateful for Samuel and his friend Paul that we had stopped looking
for anybody else. But obviously the Lord saw beyond our own limited horizon.
One morning, while Paul was working on the tone analysis with Samuel, a young
man appeared at the window, accompanied by a boy. They listened for a while
and then stepped inside through our ever-open door. After a short round of
greetings, they stated their desire. The young man wanted his little brother to work
for us.
"We are already working with two young men, so we do not need anyone else,"
Paul said. "We are sorry but we have no work for your brother."
But the young man wasn't being turned away so easily.
"We have heard about you in our area and especially came here from so far
away. My brother Sunday would like to work for you so much. I am sure he will try
very hard. We have looked for work for him everywhere but have not found any.
He has to earn his food somehow. Our father is not alive any more."
Sunday stood very timidly beside his tall brother. He was small, but must have been
about 16. To ask for his age would not give us any new information, as few people
know what year they were born. The mother can only tell you that it was during
the rainy season, or after the yam feast, or at the time when the masked dancers
passed from compound to compound.
"Have you been to school?"
"Yes, for six years."
"Do you speak English?"
We chatted for a while in English, but soon noticed that the expressed himself with
difficulty. Again Paul affirmed that we had no work for him and that we hoped he
would find a job in town. But the big brother failed to understand that he was
turned down and with many words he pleaded for Sunday. He promised he would
do the most menial task for the least amount of money if only he could stay with
us.
"Don't you think I should at least give him a test?" Paul asked me in our own
language. "If he could learn to write his language quickly, and to transcribe texts
from tape, then we could use him all the same, especially as Samuel and his friend
will soon be leaving us."
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So we sat him at another table, explained to him how the difficult sounds in Izi are
written, and finally put a tape recorder in front of him. Little by little, chunks of
speech were played back to him and he had to write them on paper. How he
perspired! He had never before written his own language. Where should he place
the spaces between words? And which sound had been 'swallowed' through fast
talking? After some sentences, he had to translate into English what he had
written.
Paul carefully tested what he had done. It wasn't as good as we had hoped, so
that we could employ him straight away. But we had noticed that when he talked
in Izi his pronunciation was so distinct and slow, such as we had never before
heard.
We retreated to our bedroom - the only private corner in our house - and prayed.
We told the Lord that we really did not want to employ Sunday but the we
thought He had sent him. "Make him your disciple and show him Your plan for his
life!"
Sunday beamed with joy when he heard he could work for us for an hour every
day. He had to collect his bundle at home and the following day he moved into
our compound and became a happy member of our extended family. As we had
agreed, he worked for us one hour per day, but as he usually stayed around us
even when he had nothing to do, we soon used him for all kinds of jobs. Soon it
was he who took over Paul's weekly trip to Abakaliki, delivering and bringing mail,
he took a message to this or that person in the area, accompanied us whenever
we needed an interpreter, and - to my joy - he even liked just playing with
Bernhard.
But most of the time he would simply sit around, waiting for the time when we
would need him again. Now Paul is a person who just cannot see anybody idling
away his time. The task is so immense and great that all heads and hands are
needed! Surely there would be something he could do on his own! Paul kept
thinking about it until one day he hit on the answer.
"Where did we store that old, black
typewriter which was given to us in
Switzerland?" Paul wondered. "I
know we meant it for someone who
could already type, but why don't
we teach Sunday to type? Couldn't
you teach him, Inge? Then at least
he could fill his time practising how
to type!"
Sunday proved to be a very diligent
pupil. He loved to practise and was
Sunday learning to type
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proud when other people stood around him, watching.
It also had an effect on Samuel.
"I too would like to learn to type. Will you teach me when I come back from Bible
School?" he asked me eagerly. I promised with anticipation. The more hands that
could type, the easier my own burden of typing would be...
The time for Samuel and his
friend's departure came sooner
than we wished.

our ‘extended’ family, from left to right :
Sunday, Samuel, Nkwegu (our household help), our
gardener, Paul

"I just hate to see Samuel leave.
He is so consistent in his whistling of
the tones that I just don't know
how I can analyze the tone rules
without him. Don't you think we
could ask him to interrupt his Bible
school training after next semester
and come to us full time? You
know we will have this workshop
with Dr. Pike on tone analysis
coming up at the beginning of
next year!"

Samuel was very willing to come
back to us. He loved the language work and knew that one day he could help to
translate God's Word into his own language. How grateful we were when some
time later the Bible School authorities responded positively to our request.
However, for the next three
months we had no regular
language help. One of the
chief's sons, Innocent, a
secondary school student at
home on holiday, helped us
from time to time. Through
him we learned more of the
gulf that exists between the
young and the old in Izi, or in
other words, the educated
and
the
uneducated
population. All the schools
had been founded as
'Christian'
schools,
and
whoever went to school had
become a 'Christian', been
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Echiegu in front of his jujuhouse praying to his juju

baptized, given a new name and been instructed in some kind of Biblical or
Christian principles. They have become 'enlightened' and look down on the beliefs
and traditions of their own families.

sacrificing a chicken, putting its blood on the
juju stone…
stood apart, talking with each other.

Quite often Echiegu would perform
some sacrifices - especially at that
time during the rainy season when so
much sickness was around. He would
kill the chicken or goat in front of his
juju hut which was just a few yards
away from our living-room windows.
From our desks we could watch his
every move, hear his prayers, see how
he and his children would cook the
meat and eat it. But we could also
observe how his two sons from
secondary school did not take part in
the feast. They were there, but they

But although they looked down on the beliefs of their fathers, they were not ready
to step completely over to the other side. Enlightenment, yes, but not a life
commitment to the new God. Discussion about religious questions, yes, but not a
personal turning around and trust in
Jesus.
One day - I was just sitting down with
Innocent at the work table - I had sent
Nkwegu, our little household help, to go
for a walk with Bernhard so that we
could work undisturbed. Already after 5
minutes she came back, all fearfully
excited, and said:
"All the people sent me back. They say
that spirits are travelling around.
Everybody should stay inside their huts.
Nobody should be seen outside!"

… then roasting the chicken

I turned to Innocent: "Do you believe this too?"
"All our people believe this," he answered evasively. He had chosen education
and a new way of life, but how could he break away completely? When disaster
strikes, it may be good to be able to return to the powerful medicine man.
Religiosity is no guarantee against evil spirits, baptism has no remedy for sickness, a
Christian name cannot dispel the deep-seated fears.
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For this reason also, he did not dare tell me what would happen that very night.
Three people had died that day and in the night, we again heard the familiar
drumming rhythms which accompany the dancing of the wailing crowds. A similar
experience to the one when the former chief had died...
***
Izi is not at all a primitive language as
many people think of the so-called tribal,
unwritten languages. How could it then be
that ingenious scientists all over the world
have spent so much effort and so many
years in unraveling the mysterious laws of
these languages? Izi too is a difficult and
highly developed language whose secrets
in tone and grammar always tended to
elude us. If they could not - in words distinguish between black and green, or
between a cup, a glass and a tin, it was
just tht they did not need such a distinction
depending on what you carry….
in their culture. However, if they knew that
we used the same verb 'to carry' for
whatever we carried, they surely would call English a primitive language!
According to what you carry (wood, water, baby etc.) and where you carry it
(head, shoulders, back, hip) you use a different verb which can be modified
further by suffixes!
Even
if
we
could
not
verbally
communicate much of God's Word, we
prayed that our lives would speak.
"Now you have been here for more than
half a year and you have not quarrelled
yet. I am simply amazed," said our chief.
We were under constant observation our habits, and our attitudes towards
each other and towards them. He
continued:
"If there are any problems in the world, it
…and where you carry something you must use a
is being married to an Izi woman." We
different verb!
witnessed and heard it daily! Whether at
dawn, in the middle of the day or in the dark, any small misunderstanding or
jealousy among the six women would inevitably lead to an outbreak of arguments
and insults, right under our eyes in the open, seen and heard by everybody near
who ran to watch and listen to the scene.
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"I wish you twins" or "may you die of smallpox" were among the worst curses one
could bestow upon the other. If it got too turbulent and the chief was at home, his
strong voice would end the fight. Yet now and then he himself would have a
heated argument with one of his wives.
"If I were young again, I would only marry one wife, as you did, Paul," he said one
day after such an incident, laughing.
We knew he did not really mean it, for we had already heard that he was
preparing to marry another young girl. Monogamy is no choice when you are
convinced that one single woman would soon dare do all kinds of bad things to
her husband. However many you marry, you must beat them in order to remain
master of the house.
From the woman's point of view, monogamy is not the solution either. How many
times the women came to me, urging me:
"Why don't you tell Paul to take another wife?" I found out that they even pitied
me: "Every day you have to work for him wash his dirty clothes, cook for him, and
every night you have to sleep with him! You need somebody to share the
workload!"
We had already noticed the truth of these
words. Being married is no joy for an Izi
woman. It is slavery, work, suffering. We had
never seen a husband walking with his wife,
never seen a whole family eating together,
sitting together. The husband is obliged to
buy his wife or wives one piece of cloth a
year and to share out to her and her
children the daily yams for about 6 months
of the year (just after the harvest). Any
supplementary food, and all food during
Okemini, the chief’s youngest wife
th
e 'hunger season' from March to
October, she is supposed to provide
herself. Every woman has her garden or
field where she can plant what she likes.
Out of the Izi 5-day week, she has to work
three days in her husband's fields. On the
fourth and fifth, the market day and rest
day, she is free to work for her own
benefit. Even among the women of the
same family there are stark contrasts
between rich and poor. Okemini, the

blind Nwophoke is sitting to the right
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youngest and richest, has enough money to buy a big sack of salt in town and sell
it in tiny heaps in the market, making a good profit. Nwophoke, the poorest, goes
into the woods, carrying home on her head heavy logs and tree trunks which she
splits with her axe and then sells the sticks in bundles at the market. The chief has
many children, but while some are under-nourished,
others can eat their fill. No wonder jealousy flares up
early in life and is easily kindled into big fights!
What
God
teaches us in
Ephesians
5
has not yet
been
heard
here. If the
white
man
never has any
quarrels, it can
only
be
because he is
white
and
women carry heavy loads of firewood to the
fabulously
rich.
market
Izi women at Abakaliki
How
would
market
they
react
when one day they hear that living together as
husband and wife can become different because of Jesus and his forgiveness?
***
Christmas 1965 was approaching. We had been in the area one and a half years
and marvelled again that we were able to conquer step by step an unknown
language with the help of modern methods and a language consultant. But we
also experienced that the progress on paper was always greater than that of
tongue and memory. Even the modern methods of language learning did not
spare us the wearying efforts of pronouncing unusual sounds. The disciplined,
faithful daily drilling of words and sentences so often fell short. We needed the
humiliating exhortations to plod on, like when we overheard somebody
disappointedly say to another who was standing around: "She doesn't understand
what I have said..."
The chief always encouraged us joyfully. He would have liked us to beat all our
other teams about whom we had told him, that we would learn the language
quickest of all. This would be his pride. Yes, soon we would meet all our other
colleagues again. We hoped, at a three month workshop with the expert
leadership of Dr. Ken Pike and Dr. John Bendor-Samuel, to solve many of our
language problems.
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We were happy that Samuel had returned to us, to stay with us from now on until
our first furlough, another one and a half years away. We had eagerly waited for
him to help us prepare the translation of the Christmas story. We had heard that
the Izis had taken on Christmas as a big feast.
The word for it, 'Kereshimeshi' was their exact
transliteration of the English word, Christmas.
But nobody knew why the feast was
celebrated - you just cook rice (the Izi word
for rice, 'ereshi' rhymed with that for
Christmas, Kereshimeshi), plenty of meat, buy
calabashes full of palm wine and have a
good time visiting and being visited.
To paraphrase the Christmas story and
translate the verse of John 3:16 posed us
many hard problems. Paul and his helpers
worked for days on it discussing the new
terms. What word should be used for God? The Izi word 'uwa'? It evokes in the
hearer's mind the idea of every person or even inanimate objects, like trees,
having their own 'uwa', and with its second meaning the idea of 'double' or
'world'. Or should we use the foreign word of 'Chileke'?
What about 'holy', 'angel', 'glory', 'peace', and other terms? An expression for 'holy'
just could not be found yet, so 'Holy Spirit' had to be translated as 'God's Spirit'
whereby 'spirit' gave them another headache. Other words had to be
paraphrased, so 'glory' became 'dazzling light', and 'peace' was expressed as a
unity that unifies one with the other. The fact that Mary wanted to give birth to her
child inside a house, that she wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and that the
shepherds had to watch their animals also at night, had to be especially
explained as these Biblical customs differed from their own.
This first foretaste of the translation of God's word filled Paul with a deep joy. Why
was it that suddenly I couldn't rejoice with him anymore? That evening I could not
keep back my tears. Only haltingly I could explain to an astonished Paul what was
going on in my heart: I would have so much liked to take part in the translation
myself. Why hadn't he given me a piece of the text to work on it myself? We each
had our own area of responsibility for the tedious analysis of the language; why
did he now keep the interesting work of translation for himself? Did he think that
typing, cooking and baby sitting would satisfy me?
It was good to share these feelings that had long been built up, but at the same
time I was ashamed. I knew what was really hidden there: envy, selfishness, desire
for self-confirmation, pride, self-pity and more. All this had to die that evening,
otherwise there would be no new life for the Izi. The joy returned. Were we not
together a team, a unity, even in our work? Was I not called to be a helper for my
husband? Wasn't he responsible ? Wasn't it I who was indispensable for the healthy
development of our child? The battle was won.
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"Let's go and hear that story!" the
chief said to his family. He had
seen us working on it and had
often served as a sounding board
for the new terms.
"This story is sweet", "it makes me
happy to hear it", "is this story really
true?", "strange, strange", "I have
to go and hear it over again",
were some of the reactions of our
visitors during Christmas day, some
50 adults and hordes of children.
feasting goes on as usual – it’s the young girls that
We played the tape over and
mostly dance
over again. Some were impressed
by the miraculous happenings, others stood around
apathic and indifferently. Afterwards life went on as
before, the girls danced, the women accompanied
them with their antiphonal singing, the men sat in a
circle and calabashes full of wine made the rounds.
We were glad we had invited another translator
couple to spend Christmas with us. However, we had
to leave the house and walk through the now empty
yam fields for a while, in order to escape the noise
and the visitors.
By the time we had to leave for the workshop, we
were ready for a change and looking forward to see
our colleagues again. Samuel and Sunday
accompanied us. Sunday's main task consisted in
keeping Bernhard's urge for freedom in acceptable
boundaries!
The studies gripped us immediately. Paul was very grateful that Dr. Pike, the
leading tone specialist, was giving so much of his expertise, his knowledge and
even his own life. Paul was still grappling with the Izi tones, two of which could be
easily fixed, while two others were still so elusive. I myself worked under the
supervision of Dr. John Bendor-Samuel on the complicated verb system, and it was
thrilling to see how many jigsaw pieces could be put into their proper places.
However, I spent these days in great physical weakness and felt sick most of the
time - signs of a second pregnancy! How grateful I was that during these early
weeks I did not have to cook or do other housework, or have to put up with all the
noises of an Izi chief's compound!
Going back to Izi around Eastertime was all the more difficult. A car breakdown on
the way stopped us for hours. The sun was already going down as we drove into
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the compound. People ran to us from all sides, welcoming us with torrents of
words, pressing around us. We rejoiced over the welcome they gave us, but just at
that time we would rather have been left alone...
Many accompanied us into the
house and while one of us talked,
the other tried to find the kerosene
lamps under all the dust, get the
worst of the lizard droppings off
chairs and the table, prepare
something for a hungry little boy
and his parents in the kitchen.
Many others came to greet us and
it was late when we finally closed
the door. But we couldn't sleep.
The physical tiredness and the
change from the electrified,
privacy-loving civilization to bush life, open to the public, created in us a feeling
that experts call 'culture shock'. Outside our window, the dancing continued till
long after midnight. We lay in bed and prayed: "Lord, if you do not give us the
strength for this work, and your love for these people, we will not make it, because
we have none in ourselves..."
The following morning the world looked better. There was just no time for culture
shock or self-pity. Paul had to go right back to Enugu to return the Institute's car
and I had to get the house in a cleaner state and store away the shopping which
we had bought for the next three months. Often I was interrupted by women with
their babies coming to greet me and chat a little. The second question in every
conversation is an enquiry after the children which I answered truthfully, but with a
smile, in the plural: "They are well!" Suddenly a clever one realized the impact of
my answer, looked at me with wide open eyes, pointed to my abdomen and
asked:
"Is it true? Are you carrying a child in your tummy?"
When I answered 'yes', they all ran out of our house to tell everybody the good
news and to call them.
"Is it true?" one by one asked, with admiration and joy. "But you have no milk, what
will you do?"
They were relieved when I assured them that the milk would come. In the months
to follow, I was to feel that a pregnant woman is always honored and respected.
"You are very beautiful," an old man once said as he crossed me on a path,
looking at my bulging shape!
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Bernhard had absolutely no difficulty
settling in again. Just being two years
old, he was bursting with energy.
Hadn't he work to do, too? He had not
only one language to learn, but three
at a time! With his chubby finger he
pointed to the various objects and
asked "da?" when he spoke to us,
"dis?" when he wanted the English
word for it, and "owa?" when he was
with his Izi friends. Persistently he
wanted to hear the words and repeat them, an example for everyone who wants
to learn another language.
We ourselves felt more and more the pressure of time. Sure, it would still be a year
to our furlough, but deducting the weeks that we would be away from Izi, not
many were left. We had been asked to teach at another linguistics course in July;
in August we expected the birth of Bernhard's companion; in October the biennial
Branch Conference was planned to which we wanted to add some days of
vacation. Early the following year, a literacy workshop was scheduled. And yet we
had plans that would require every minute of the remaining time. Our tasks
included:
- finish an Izi phonology and grammar for publication
- build up our dictionary
- publish a Reading and Writing booklet, a simple description of the Izi
orthography, for those who already knew English
- publish a primer for beginners, including testing it out with several people
- attempt some trial translation with passages from Mark's gospel.
Paul and I learned to work very closely together. We grappled together with a
certain problem in analysis, we rejoiced together over findings that brought us
nearer to a solution, we shared in everything. Yet he was the one who was leading
the planning, who had the vision for the future and the ideas for the present. In the
work, each of us had to fulfill specific assignments which were given by our
director: Paul was mainly responsible for the description of the sounds and the
tones (phonology) and I for the grammar, and while I was grappling with the
preparation of the first lessons for the primer, Paul was gathering material for the
Reading and Writing Booklet. This was intended for those who in government
schools had already learned how to read in Ibo or English. Besides a description of
how Izi is written, sounds, tones, word division and punctuation, it included lots of
exercises, short stories, a collection of proverbs (by setting a reward for each new
proverbs we reached the fair number of about 400!), a collection of about 500 Izi
names (which proved the most popular section of the book - everybody searching
for his or her own name!), and a dictionary of 1500 Izi words with their English
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meanings. How grateful I now was that I had taught Sunday to type! He was busy
full time with all the rough copy typing.
As soon as Samuel and I had some primer lessons on paper, we tested them out
with Nkwegu, our housegirl. We revised the difficult parts, and after about a dozen
lessons, made some trial copies. We were ready to start teaching a whole group.
Everybody was invited.
Once again we were unprepared for the reactions.
"Why should we learn to read?"
"I know my language well enough!"
"Does this bring us any money?"
"We know how to speak Izi, we don't need to know how to read!"
"Even if we know how to read Izi, this wouldn't help me get a job!"
"Will you pay us if we come to learn to read?"
Even our chief disappointed us now with his statement:
"I would rather you taught me how to read English!"
In the evening Okemini, the chief's youngest, richest, and most intelligent wife, was
the only one to show up. She made me forget my frustration about the others, as
she was so keen and quick to learn that she kept me out of breath preparing the
following lessons!
After several weeks of hesitation, a few others turned up together. Evening after
evening they sat and learnt the first booklet. Samuel and Sunday helped with the
teaching, for sometimes there were four different groups bent over their books,
each one at a different stage, by kerosene light, in one room, till ten or eleven
o'clock at night. Only the chief never came.
During this working period we had a significant visit one day from one of Samuel's
friends, Paul Nweke. He was a pastor-evangelist in a neighboring language group.
We had heard about this large group, Ikwo, numbering about 200,000 people.
They bordered to Izi in the southeast. In the west of Izi lived another people, the
Ezaa, equally numerous. We had learned from speeches and reminiscences of
some old Izi men that Izi history goes back a few hundred years to one father, by
the name of Ekuma Enyi. His three sons founded the clans of Izi, Ikwo and Ezaa.
The founder of Ezaa was a half-brother only of Izi and Ikwo which explained why
the Ezaa people fought so many wars with the two others. Yet Izi was the group
looked down upon by the others. There was hardly any intermarriage and little
commerce between them. And yet their languages seemed quite close, we had
heard that each understood the other well. Paul and I had often said jokingly to
each other:
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"Once we have finished the Izi New Testament and reached retirement age, we
shall work on the Ikwo and Ezaa New Testament!"
Now we had one of the Ikwo evangelists in front of us. We heard that mission work
through the schools had been established for over 20 years in Ikwo, but that he
himself had found the Lord in a small pentecostal group. He told us how the Lord
had called him to go and preach, how through his ministry dozens of groups of
new believers had started their own church services.
"You know, I come from a village that is very near the border of Izi. The Lord has
laid the Izi people very heavily on my heart and for the last four years I have
always gone to the neighboring Izi villages to preach. Together with my church, I
have prayed for them. But they won't listen. They refuse the message. While I have
been able to lead so many people in Ikwo to the Lord, it is not the same in Izi."
He actually wept as we prayed together that God would push back the forces of
darkness and prepare a time when the Izi would be ready to accept His salvation
and power. He left us much encouraged. He had found a couple who shared his
burden.
***
At the end of June 1966, Paul
returned from one of his trips to our
headquarters in Enugu in a small,
old Citroen 2CV. The chief noticed
immediately that this time the
vehicle did not bear the sign
'Institute of Linguistics' as usual.
"So this car belongs to you?" he
wanted to know.
"We have friends in our country
who know the Word of God,"
explained Paul. "One of them, the
father of four children, lost his wife
a while ago. She died in hospital
after an operation..."

Can we cross that broken bridge safely in our new car?
Bernhard wonders

"I am very sorry," the chief interrupted and his wife Ikpenyi, who happened to be
next to him, echoed: "I am sorry." Their regret was genuine and spontaneous, for
anyone who is bereaved becomes a fellow sufferer.
"Those two liked our work among you. When someone dies in our country, it is
customary to give flowers instead of cloth or yams. But our friend said, 'Don't send
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me any flowers. If someone wants to show his sympathy, let him bring a gift of
money which we will send away for the work among the Izi in Nigeria.' With that
money, chief, we bought this car."
"Ah? Owa!" and other expressions of delight and approval echoed round, as
several newcomers had arrived and heard the news. Everybody shook Paul's hand
- a customary sign of thanks, even if the giver is not present. They marvelled at
such friends.
"It is for the work in Izi, not for taking pleasure trips," laughed Paul, for he just
understood what someone had remarked. "And if someone is asking me to take
him along to the market, then I shall ask him, 'Have you come to us to learn to
read?' If he has not learned, he will not come with me, I tell you!"
The chief gave a big laugh and Ikpenyi quietly took it to heart. (She turned up that
evening!)
"But what are you going to do if the whole area
comes to learn?" Echiegu inquired.
"Don't worry, we will be happy if only one
person comes..."
But later, at our departure, the chief said:
"Paul, by the way, don't forget to leave some of
your primers behind..."
For three weeks we taught at the Linguistics
Course in Enugu and received another blessing:
the friendship of a couple who lived only 25
miles from Umuahia hospital where our baby
was to be born. They invited us to stay with
them for our last two weeks of waiting.
Gladly we accepted. We were happy to be
away from the Izi area for this second part of the rainy season when colds and
sickness increase everywhere. For Samuel and Sunday, we had been able to rent
a room in the town of Abakaliki where electricity was available. Samuel was to
transcribe further texts from tapes and Sunday could continue to type file slips for
the lexicon. They were glad to be able to work even when we were not in Izi.
We had reckoned that our baby was due on the last day of August. From our
'safe' distance from the hospital, our friend's house, we set out for a last medical
check-up, just two days before the date. We didn't get very far, however. A long
line of cars and a crowd of hundreds of people barred the road. Paul got out to
inquire what had happened.
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"Just an hour ago a heavy truck went over that bridge in front," he reported.
"Obviously it was too heavy for the bridge. It broke. The truck and two private cars
crashed down with the bridge. They are still trying to rescue people. It looks
terrible..."
What should we do now? From the map we saw that this was the only bridge for
miles.
"Let's go back to our friends. It they do not know of any other way, then we will
have to leave there immediately. The nearest route to Umuahia is now a 100 miles'
detour. We just have to move nearer to the hospital."
Our friends did not know of any other way, so we had to pack and say good-bye.
It was already midday, the way long and the roads bad. We wondered where we
could stay. In a hotel? But that would get too expensive. We didn't know how long
we would have to wait for the arrival of the baby.
"Isn't there a Bible School just outside Umuahia?" Paul remembered. "There may be
a possibility that they have a guest room. We could at least ask."
We were driving quite fast on a piece of tarred road when suddenly we came
upon a pothole filled with water. Paul could not avoid it. It was deeper than we
expected. The car jumped and jolted. The front door sprang open, slammed
backwards - it was an old citroen model - and broke the backdoor window. One
tire burst. In great haste, Paul changed the tire and hammered several metal
pieces back into place.
"If that baby had any doubts about wanting to arrive on time," Paul laughed as
we drove on, "then I think she has now made up her mind to come speedily!"
The missionaries at the Bible School gave us a hearty welcome. We could stay as
long as we needed, they told us. "However, we won't be able to take care of your
little boy when you have to rush to the hospital."
That was fine with us. I prayed that the baby would arrive at night and that the
Lord would arrange all things in time.
Paul had been right about the baby. The second night I was woken up around
one o'clock by labour pains. I counted the minutes between them. An hour later I
woke Paul.
"Are you sure that it is time to go?" he asked sleepily. He was weakened by a
splitting headache and a fever that the doctor had diagnosed the day before as
'sandfly fever'.
"Yes," I answered, "and I think we even have to hurry!"
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Paul carried the sleeping Bernhard out to the car and laid him on the back seat.
Without noise of the motor, we rolled down the low hill. The African landscape lay
bathed in the light of a full moon, looking just like fairyland.
In the hospital car park we prayed together. We left Bernhard in the car; the Lord
would protect him.
The African nurses took their time in filling out their forms, although I told them I felt
the baby coming. Finally I was on a bed and in the care of a midwife - but she
immediately screamed to her helpers: "Go call the doctor, quick! And you go and
bring a stretcher!"
As I was wheeled into the labour ward a few minutes later, Paul beside me, the
doctor arrived. He put on his white coat and a mask and gave the same to Paul.
The baby was indeed in great haste - a moment later she tumbled into the
doctor's hands.
"A girl!" he exclaimed, and held her high. Tiny and delicate, perfectly formed.
"What will her name be?"
"Daniela Priscilla". She was wrapped in a towel and laid in my arms. The doctor
and Paul stood with heads bowed and we thanked the Lord for His gift.
"Where has your husband suddenly disappeared to?" the doctor asked when
everything was cleaned up and the baby bathed.
"Oh, he went to the car park to see about our little boy whom we left sleeping in
the car", I replied.
"What? You left him there all alone?" But Paul was already back again. "He is
alright, he is still asleep."
It was 4:30 a.m. Paul left and I was taken back to the maternity ward, to a bed in a
large room with about 20 beds. Each mother had a little cot beside her. I was
shown the neat pile of nighties and clean diapers on my bedside table, with the
bucket under the bed for the dirty ones, and was told that I could feed and
change my baby whenever I felt like it. Daniela was lying quietly in a cot right
beside me. I just felt like sleeping at that moment, so I was glad to be left alone.
My only privilege as a private patient consisted of a mosquito net and a curtain
around my bed which I could draw when I liked. The noise from my African sisters
and their visiting relatives and several crying babies couldn't be shut out by a
curtain, of course. All the same, I slept soundly.
Late in the afternoon, Paul and Bernhard came to visit me. I was appalled. Paul
was sicker than before and could hardly keep on his feet, and worse still, Bernhard
was sick, too, and only had his sick father to look after him. They left after only five
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minutes. How glad I was that the doctor allowed me to leave the hospital the third
day.
Five days after Daniela was born we headed north. Paul was still weak, but during
the following two weeks, in our headquarters in Enugu, we were able to pick up
strength again.
A great welcome awaited us as
we drove up in front of our Izi
home. People running from all the
seven huts, joyous shouts and
laughter. The women followed us
into the house. Each one wanted
to hold Daniela. Then they turned
to me:
"Has the milk come now? We
want to see if this is true, if you
really have milk for your baby!"
What else could I do but
unbutton my blouse and feed her? Daniela sucked lustily and swallowed, the
women were satisfied...
We had a hard time settling in again, this time because of our physical weakness.
Bernhard developed pneumonia, Daniela fought with a cold and a cough and
often interrupted our sleep at night. Our newly gained strength quickly drained
away. Should we go back to our headquarters in Enugu? Should we start our
vacation earlier than planned? Or would our leaving be a defeat at the present
time? We cried to the Lord for an answer and His help. When we read in Isaiah 54
that it is the heritage of the servants of the Lord that no weapon forged against
them will overpower them, we knew we had to stay. A week later the resistance
was broken, the fight was over, the joy had returned, the children were healthy
again.
Paul's urgent projects were now some trial translations of four stories from the
Gospel of Mark.
"I know I could do it quite quickly and easily with Samuel, but I would prefer him to
do his own rough draft and at the same time, I would work with a monolingual Izi,
one that does not know English. We could then compare the two drafts and come
out with an improved version," Paul explained to me.
But how would we find such a translation helper? Who would have time? Or
rather, who would be interested?
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We found him one Sunday when we walked through the fields. Here and there we
entered a compound to greet people. A young man was just smoking his new
jujus over a fire and we had a good chat with him. We liked him from the start.
Unlike other Izi men, he was alert, active, with a tremendous sense of humor and a
picturesque way of speaking. Chibueze (God is King) was a palm wine tapper. He
would climb the high palms for his clients, make a slit in the crown with his knife,
and then place a calabash in such a way that the liquid from the trunk flowed into
it. Several days later he would climb the same palm and collect the juice.
We invited him to visit us. He came and Paul was able to
arrange a working agreement with him. He came
faithfully for one or two hours every day. He whose life
depended on magic forces - as we had seen in his
compound - now had to think through what Jesus said
and did.
Those translations were a slow process. The biggest
difficulty to overcome was changing noun concepts to
verbal expressions, as the Izi mainly think in verbs.
Whatever Paul and Chibueze produced had to be
compared with Samuel's draft, discussed, revised, tested
with various people, men and women, young and old,
educated and uneducated. The chief turned out to be
an excellent sounding board for testing these passages.
His feel for style and language, his wisdom and
Chibueze climbing high to
knowledge of life was vaster than anybody else's. He had
tap the palm tree
got used to our constant questions like "What do you
understand by this? Tell me in your own words what this means for an Izi!" Also, he
was never too proud to weigh other people's renderings against his own.
Only a few weeks before, he had
begun to sit in during our morning
devotions and was for the first
time listening to God's word as it
was freely told by Samuel. After
the first morning, he smiled and
said to Paul: "Now I see that you
don't make 'church', you just tell
stories as we do." Whenever the
word 'church' was used it gave us
a little shock because that Ibo
loan word meant in Izi 'a lie'. That
and other remarks confirmed our
feelings that many of the Izi's
ideas about God, the Bible, and
church were misunderstood. Ibo
words were often the same, but

Paul and Chibueze translating verses of Mark’s gospel
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had a different meaning.
Our palm wine tapper friend, Chibueze, was so happy about these morning Bible
stories that he asked if he should not invite as many people as possible.
"No," answered Paul, "we would much rather that wherever you go, you yourself
tell these stories to others. And don't say that this is what the white man taught
you, but tell them that this is God's teaching."
By the beginning of the New Year 1967 the translated passages from Mark's gospel
were ready for printing. They had been thoroughly tested with the Izi people and
checked for Greek exegesis by our consultant in Enugu. The Scripture Gift Mission
in London had underwritten the cost of printing them in large letters, to make it
easy for new readers, one story per leaflet. Paul joyfully took the manuscript
himself to Enugu to the Government Printing Press to make sure that the printed
leaflets would be ready for distribution before we left for furlough.
The weeks were flying by. Still so much to do. Pressures of time mounted. The
Reading and Writing book was nearly ready. One of the newly arrived members,
an American lady, came to us to tape the 100 stencils. In our linguistic analysis
there were still many gaps which had to be studied and filled. I was always busy
with the primer preparation, and was looking forward very much to a workshop in
April with our international consultant, Dr. Sarah Gudschinsky. I hoped to revise the
lessons there and receive further stimulus.
We felt not only our own work pressure, but increasingly the political pressures. For
months now there had been tensions between the strongest northern group, the
Hausas, and the strongest southern group, the Ibos. One act of violence was
avenged with another ten times stronger. Rumors of Ibo men and women being
killed in the North reached us. Telephone and postal communications were cut off
between the two regions. Hostilities increased. Hundreds and thousands of Ibos
returned to their homeland from the north, fleeing from their persecutors, leaving
all their possessions behind. No wonder that they sought to take revenge on the
few Northerners who lived in the South. Even in the small town of Abakaliki, there
was a day set for the murder of all the Hausas. Our government friend, the Distric
Officer, heard of that plan in time and himself led a police unit to prevent the
massacre.
We ourselves were not affected by these happenings, except that we listened to
the radio broadcasts more often than usual. When we heard in March that several
expatriates were leaving the area, our chief remarked: "The people of God should
not be afraid!" We wholeheartedly agreed.
However, a consequence of these political troubles was that we were asked by
our director to defer our furlough for 6 more months until he would be back. In the
meantime, during his absence, Paul would have to take over the responsibility for
all the teams in the country, at that time about two dozen adults.
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We agreed, but desired to have a short vacation, just after the Literacy workshop.
We would again be going to the SIM holiday center near Jos, in the North, where
we could escape from the heat and have a real rest. It would be just for two
weeks and we would not need to pack much. Our farewell was unemotional and
short.
How good is the Lord that He does not let us know the future. Our intended
absence of two weeks was forced into a period of exile for over four years. We
were never to live in this home again.
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